Heald's all-purpose 1/4-ton utility truck

New farm and industrial mini-trucks called Mark Series Haulers are now available from Carl Heald Inc.

The haulers are available in either three or four wheeled models. They are available in kit form or fully assembled through dealers or are available factory direct in kit form. Features are a new lower maintenance, fully enclosed helical gear transaxle which provides forward, neutral, reverse and oil lubrication. An automatic clutch with belt drive torque converter gives infinite drive ratio change from 37.5:1 to 12.5:1.

They are powered by four cycle, heavy duty industrial engines of 10, 11 and 16 horsepower. Other accessories are available.
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Western expands Pro-Plow line

The industry's first snowplow with an exclusive shock absorber feature, the Western 8 1/2-foot Pro Plow, has now been joined by a 7 1/2-foot and 8-foot version to complete Western's Pro-Plow line.

The shock absorber provides a smooth forward trip during spring extension and decelerates the return trip speed.

By softening the return, Western engineers have been able to substantially reduce impact loads to blade, trip springs, A-frame, quadrant, mount and the vehicle itself. Designed for 3/4 and one-ton four wheel drive pickup and utility vehicles, these new Pro-Plows offer all the standard plow features plus 28-inch high rolled-edge blades with carbon 1080 steel cutting edges. Minimum down time is assured by two adjustable, one-inch thick, abrasion-resistant cast ni-hard steel disc shoes.
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Jake offers new utility trucks

A new line of utility trucks designed to perform a variety of services has been introduced by the Jacobsen Division of Textron Inc.

The new models are the T1000 with a 1,000 pound capacity and the T2000, with a capacity of up to 2,000 pounds. With attachments, the T2000 performs a variety of turf care tasks in addition to carrying personnel and hauling equipment and materials. The line carries full service and parts support.

The T1000 is a four-wheel truck powered through an automatic-type transmission by a fuel-efficient Jacobsen air-cooled engine that will operate all day on its 6-gallon tank of gas. Riding on a 71-inch wheelbase, with an overall length of 106-inches, the compact machine has a light print of only 8 psi, a desirable feature in turf work.

The T2000 is for more rigorous and varied duty. It is powered by an 18 hp twin-cylinder air-cooled Onan gas engine, moving the three-wheel truck through a three-speed transmission at speeds up to 22 mph. Nearly six hours of continuous use are provided by one 8.5 gallon-tank of gas.

In addition to its 2,000-pound capacity, with 10-ply tires, including operator and passenger, a variety of optional attachments convert the T2000 into a multi-function system machine.
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